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Abstract 

Naturalistic enclosures are known to reduce stereotypic actions in captive animals, as well as increase 

the exhibition of natural behaviors. Such exhibits also promote longer visitor stay time, thereby 

encouraging higher visitor education and awareness. However, the perceived naturalism of provisioned 

enrichment items within these enclosures seems to have little impact on overall visitor perceptions. 

Even so, some zoos are forbidding the use of non-natural enrichment items on exhibit. Until now, there 

has been no testing of the potential effect that these two categories of enrichment items might have on 

the behavior of the animals being exhibited. This study aimed to examine the impact on orangutan 

behaviors, social interactions, and space use when they are exposed to non-natural versus natural 

enrichment items. Using the orangutan populations from the Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo and the 

Louisville Zoo, I tested the hypothesis that naturalistic enrichment items promote desired behaviors (e.g. 

brachiating, increased activity) or at least suppress undesired behaviors (e.g. stereotypies, excessive 

aggression, destruction) at the same rate as non-natural items. Given that particular objects may have 

disproportionate effects on behavior outside of their categorization as natural or non-natural, the 

enrichment items were also analyzed based on their specific characteristics, such as texture, 

destructibility, or size. The results suggested that the naturalism of the enrichment items does not 



significantly impact the overall behavior composite of captive orangutans. Even so, such categories may 

impact behaviors on an individual basis, especially social behaviors. Further analyses revealed that 

physical properties of enrichment, whether categorized as natural or not, had predictive effects on 

solitary and social behaviors. For this reason, enrichment policies should place emphasis on specific item 

characteristics instead of their perceived naturalism. Ultimately, the results provide zoos with additional 

advice for developing optimal orangutan enrichment policies.  

 


